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In a separable Hilbert space a certain class of pairs of operators (P, Q) satisfying 
the Born-Heisenberg commutation relation [P, Q] = -i Id on a dense domain B is 
investigated. This class is essentially defined by requiring Q bounded and self- 
adjoint, P symmetric and Pa CR, Qa cf2. We show that Q is absolutely 
continuous and that P can be thought of as a first order differential operator. The 
class considered contains the pair “angle cp” and “angular momentum L;.” It is 
expected that the methods of this paper can be applied to more general classes of 
operators (P, Q) including the Schrodinger case. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate certain pairs of operators (P, Q) in a separable 
Hilbert space H whose commutator [P, Q] is equal to -i Id on a suitable 
domain of definition. Probably the best known realization of such a 
“conjugate” pair of operators is the so called “Schrtidinger pair” x and 
-i(d/dx) in the Hilbert space L’(lR, a&), which in quantum mechanics 
represents the physical quantities “position” and “momentum.” The other 
important physical meaning of this pair lies in the well-known fact that it is 
the basis for the most important quantization procedure: if you quantize by 
transporting classical quantities to quantized ones and taking Poisson 
brackets to commutator brackets, then the Schrodinger pair is so far the only 
possible candidate for representing the quantized “position” and conjugate 
“momentum.” 
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For a rather long time sufficient and necessary conditions have been 
known for a pair (P, Q) to be unitarily equivalent o the Schrodinger couple. 
As far back as 1931 von Neumann [ 121 gave such criteria. But in that paper 
he did not use the commutator relation PQ - QP = - i Id directly but 
instead he worked with self-adjoint operators P, Q for which he could 
formulate his theorem via the so called “Weyl commutation relation” of their 
one parameter groups eifP and eisQ. On the other hand in 1946 Rellich [lo] 
characterized the Schrodinger pair up to unitary equivalence using only the 
commutator (P, Q] = - i Id. Rellich’s theorem can be interpreted physically 
and is well known in quantum mechanics: it contains the solution of the 
Schrodinger equation for the harmonic oscillator in Fockspace. 
Up to now it seems that no other classes of pairs of operators (P, Q) with 
[P, Q] = - i Id except he Schrodinger pair have been investigated or charac- 
terized. This paper tries to fill part of the gap: we describe a class of pairs of 
operators (P, Q) with [P, Q] = - i Id which is different from the 
Schriidinger-couple class. This class will be defined in Definition 1.1 and is 
essentially characterized by the following two facts: one of the operators-it 
will always be Q-is bounded and self-adjoint and there exists a dense 
subspace R of the separable Hilbert space H which is invariant under P and 
Q, and [P, Q] = - i Id on 0. As comes out in Section 7, the form and the 
main properties of P are already fixed by these conditions for Q. We give a 
complete description for such pairs (P, Q), characterizing them uniquely up 
to unitary equivalence. It turns out that Q is absolutely continuous. To set 
out the properties of P we use an appropriate ordered spectral representation 
(OH,, U, @L*(e,, dp,)) of the Hilbert space H relative to Q. (For this and 
other expressions from the theory of operators compare [4 or 131.) In this 
appropriate ordered representation we write P as P = P, + A, where P, is 
-i(d/dx) on L*(e,, dp,), and A is in general an infinite matrix of C” - 
functions. Moreover it is possible to answer the question under what 
circumstances a bounded self-adjoint operator Q has a partner P such that 
(P, Q) is a pair of the class considered. 
A similar problem was already treated in the Diplomarbeit of the first 
author [2] which was the starting point for this paper. The present article is 
divided into 10 sections, the first of which contains the basic definitions. 
Section 2 gives some simple conclusions from the definitions; one of them- 
Theorem 2.4- is extremely useful for the following. Section 3 includes, with 
Theorem 3.1, the most important ool for the main results. In Section 4 we 
show a technical lemma which is very helpful in proving the main theorems. 
Section 5 yields the absolute continuity of Q. It turns out that it is opportune 
for our purposes to slightly change the definition of an ordered spectral 
representation as given in [4]. This is done in Section 6 where we also give 
some important conclusions from the existence of such an ordered represen- 
tation. This desired ordered representation is constructed in Section 7 with 
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the help of a certain maximal vector for Q. In this representation P gains the 
form we already announced. In Section 8 we specialize to the case of Q 
having a simple spectrum and formulate the results for P using the language 
of differential operators as can be found in Chapter XIII of [4], particularly 
concerning self-adjoint extensions of P and their spectra. In Section 9 we give 
an example of a pair of operators which has been discussed in the literature 
showing the essential importance of condition (K 2): that the dense subspace 
B with [P, Q] = - i Id on n is invariant under P and Q. Section 10 contains 
other examples and remarks; we in particular treat the pair “angle $’ and 
“angular momentum -i(d/dq)” which is well known in quantum mechanics. 
It is shown to what extent this is an example for our results. 
In the following, H will always be a separable Hilbert space over G. The 
elements of H denoted by small greek letters q, w ,..., and A, B ,..., P, Q ,..., are 
operators on H with D(A), D(B),..., D(P), D(Q),..., as domains of definition. 
The scalar product of H is written as ( 1 ) an 1s d ’ 1 inear in the first argument. 
For notation from the theory of Hilbert spaces and linear operators compare 
[4 and 131. 
1.1. DEFINITIONS. (a) Let P, Q be operators in H, and R a dense 
subspace of H. We all (P, Q) a conjugate pair on R iff 
(K 1) P and Q are symmetric, 0 c D(P) n D(Q), 
(K2) PLlcR, QRcl2, 
(K 3) PQ - QP = -i Id on R, 
(K 4) P = P/n, Q = Q/n, 
(K 5) Q is bounded. 
(b) The set of (P, Q, J2) where (P, Q) is a conjugate pair on a is 
denoted by .X(H). 
1.2. Remark. (a) It is clear from (K 1) and (K 5) that Q is not only 
symmetric but self-adjoint. 
(b) (K 4) is a technical condition: it prevents there being “different” 
conjugate pairs (P, Q), (P’, Q’) on R with P/L2 = PI/l2 and Q/D = Q’/fl. 
(c) The self-adjoint operator pair (q, -i(d/dp)) in L*(O, 27~) which is 
the already mentioned angle and angular momentum in quantum mechanics 
does not belong to Z”(L*(O, 2~)) but is an extension of a pair from this class. 
(This will become clear in Section 10 where one finds also the exact 
definitions.) 
(d) Obviously, the following is valid: if (P, Q, 0) is in X(H) then 
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every unitarily equivalent riple (UPU-‘, UQU-‘, Uf2) lies in X(UH) where 
U is a unitary map. 
(e) An analogous assertion is true for direct sums of triples: if 
(Pi, Qi, 0,) is in GY’(Hi) then (@Pi, @Q,, @f2,) is in X(@HJ for i E I. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Let (P, Q, J2) and (P’, Q’, 0’) be in ,X(H). Then one 
defines an order relation ,< on X(H) by (P, Q, f2) < (P’, Q’, a’) : UP c P’, 
QcQ’, S1cf2’. 
2 
In this section we give some simple conclusions from the definitions of 
Section 1. 
2.1. LEMMA. For each (P, Q, 0) EX(H) there exists an 
(P’, Q’, a’) EX(H) which is maximal relative to & and (P, Q, Sz) < 
(P’, Q’, Q’>. 
Proof: This is a simple application of the lemma of Zorn. ! 
2.2. LEMMA. There is a result similar to Lemma 2.1 if you only let P or 
L! vary. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let 1 <k < 00, (P, Q, a) EX’(H) and let h be an 
arbitrary polynomial. Then [P”, h(Q)] = C:= 1 (-i)” ( t ) htk’(Q) Pk-’ on n 
(htk’ means the kth derivative of h). 
ProoJ Use (K 2) and (K 3) and proceed by induction. 1 
The next result is extraordinarily helpful in the sequel: 
2.4. THEOREM. Let (P, Q, f2) EX(H) be maximal, (v,) a sequence in R 
converging to IJI E H. Moreover let the sequences PkQSvn converge (with 
respect o n) for every 0 < k < KI, 0 < s < co. Then 
(a) WERand 
(b) PkQSvn converges to PkQ”v for all 0 Q k, s < 00. 
Proof. Assume the following two statements are true 
PkQSyl E W’) n o(Q) for all k, s E N U (0) Cl) 
[P, Q] PkQS~ = -iPkQsv forall k,sEiNU{O}. V-2) 
Then the assertion of the theorem is easily seen: From (2.1) we conclude 
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first PkQS~,, + PkQSv for all k, s E N U (0). Define now R’ := 
0 + Ccs=O C . PkQSv and consider the triple (P, Q, 0’). Because of the 
maximality of (P, Q, 0) it is enough to show that (P, Q, 0’) lies in X(H). 
(K 11, (K 4), and (K 5) are obviously fulfilled; (K 2) and (K 3) follow from 
(2.2). 
So it remains to show (2.1) and (2.2). The convergence of PkQSv,, and 
J’lI’Ei,, = PPkkzS$ for all 0 < k, s < co yields PkQSv E D(P) and 
n -+ P Q ly since P is closed. Q is bounded, hence the sequences 
QPkQ”w,, converge to QPkQ”w for all k, s E iN U (O}. Now (2.1) and (2.2) 
follow immediately. I 
2.5. COROLLARY. Let (P, Q, 0) EZ’(H) be maximal. Then D is a 
Fr&het-space with respect o the family of seminorms 
2.6. DEFINITION. (a) A triple (P, Q, a) EX’(H) is called Frechet- 
closed or simply F-closed iff R is a Frechet-space with respect to the 
seminorms defined in Corollary 2.5. 
(b) Let (P, Q, 0) and (P’, Q’, Q’) be triples in X’(H). (P’, Q’, 0’) is 
called the F-closure of (P, Q, 0) iff PI/J2 = P/.0, Q’/n = Q/G, and R’ is the 
F-closure of R relative to P and Q, i.e., f2’ is the completion of R with 
respect o the family of seminorms IIw/(~,~ = JjPkQS~I(, w E R, k, s = 0, 1, 2,... 
2.7. Remark. (a) Every maximal triple in Z(H) is F-closed. The 
converse is not true. 
(b) In the sequel we make a lot of constructions where we use the fact 
that 0 is F-closed. So we will nearly always work with F-closed triples. But 
there are many statements which are valid for arbitrary triples in X(H). 
3 
Theorem 3.1 is the most important ool for the main results of this paper. 
With C;(R) we denote the infinitely differentiable functions from R to C 
with compact support, f’ is the derivative off: ForfE Cr(lR) we define the 
operatorf(Q) as usual via the spectral theorem. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let (P, Q, f2) E X(H) be F-closed. Then we get for 
every f E CF(lR): 
(a) f(Q>fi=fJ 
(b) [P,f <Q>l = -if’(Q) in a. 
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Proof: Choose a sequence (A,) of polynomials such that for every m > 0 
the sequence of the mth derivatives (hr’) converge uniformly tof’“” on the 
interval [--]I Q I], ]] Q]]]. Then 
(1) hj,m’(Q) I,U converges to ~(“‘)I,u for all w E n, m > 0, and with 
Lemma 2.3 we conclude moreover that 
(2) P”h,(Q) w = h,(Q) Pkyl + C:=, (4)” (8) h;‘(Q) Pk-‘v for 
yEa. 
Induction on k gives that 
(3) Pkh(Q) w converges to P”f(Q) v for w E R: The beginning of the 
induction, i.e., k = 0, follows from (1) if one takes m = 0. 
Now assume (3) to be true for r < k. Then Pkh,(Q) w tends to P”f(Q) I+I, 
and with (2) we see that P”“h,(Q) IJI= P(Pkh,(Q) w) converges. P is 
closed-compare the definition of X(H)-so Pkf(Q) v/ lies in D(P) and we 
have lim, Pk+ ‘h ,(Q) v = Pkt y(Q) v. But this is exactly the statement of 
(3). Putting k = 1 in (2) we get part (b) of the theorem. The best way to 
prove assertion (a) is to use Theorem 2.4. Therefore we have to show that 
for all k, s > 0, 
(4) pkQ"UQ) w converges to PkQSf(Q) v for v E Sz. 
But this is immediately clear from (3) if we take there Qsv instead of w. 1 
The next two corollaries follow directly from part (b) of Theorem 3.1: 
3.2. COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 we have for 
everyfE CF(R),for all v E R and all k E N U {0): 
P”f(Q) I,U = i (4)” (~)f’“‘(Q) PkpSy/. 
s=O 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let (P, Q, f2) E Z(H) be an F-closed triple and 
f E CF(lR) real valued. Then 
<f'(Q) w, w) = -2 ImU vc/, Pv> for au w E 0. 
4 
In this section we prove a technical lemma which will be very helpful in 
showing that Q is absolutely continuous. The Lebesgue measure on R is 
denoted by dpL but we often write dx instead of dpL, especially during 
calculations. 
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4.1. LEMMA. Let rl ,..., s r be real numbers with rl < r2 < r3 < r4 < rS. 
Then for every such five numbers there exists a function fE C;(R) 
satisfying 
f (xl = 0, x<r, - 1, 
= 1, r, <x,<r,, 
1 r4 = --XX+, 
r4 - r3 r4 - r3 r3 <x < r4, 
= 0, r5 <x, 
and 
If’(x)1 G A- 
r4 - r3 for xE [rZ,r3]U[r4,r,J. 
ProoJ (1) It is clear that for arbitrary real numbers U, v, r, s with 
u < v and r < s there is a P-function f with f(x) = r (resp. s) in (-co, u] 
and f(x) = s (resp. r) in [v, co) and is monotonically increasing (resp. 
decreasing) in [u, v]. 
(2) With the considerations of (1) one sees now how to construct he 
desired function f in the interval (-co, r,]. In the interval [r,, r4] we need -, 
obviously a P-function g with 
1 = g(x) = 8(r3) 
g(x) = I- 
1 r4 -x++ 
r4 - r3 r4 - r3 
g’(x) G y& 
4 3 
These properties are equivalent o 
g’ GE 0 
1 
g’=- Y 4 3 
Ig’(x>l <A
4 3 
for xE [rl,r21, 
for xE [r,, r,], 
for x E [r,, r3]. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
in b-1 9 511 (4.1’) 
in [r3, r41, (4.2’) 
in h, r3L (4.3’) 
I 
‘I 
g’(x) dx = 0. 
rz 
(4.4’) 
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(3) Such a function g one can easily find by putting together suitable 
functions described in (1). We get an analogous function for the interval 
[r,, r,]. Finally notice that one can glue together differentiably the functions 
we have constructed in each interval so getting the desired functionf: 1 
5 
In this section we show one of the main statements: that Q is absolutely 
continuous for every F-closed triple (P, Q, 0) in X(H). Here L’(IR, dp) is as 
usual the Hilbert space of &-square integrable functions from IR -+ C for a 
Bore1 measure p. 
It is convenient o introduce first some notation. As mentioned in Remark 
1.2 the operator Q is self-adjoint. So D(Q) = H and Qkw is meaningful for 
every k and all w E H. Moreover there is a resolution of the identity E,, 
1 E IR, for Q with Q = I?, 1 dE,. Thereby it is sufftcient o integrate only 
over the interval Ic = [--]I Q]] , ]] Q]]] since Q is bounded. So the spectral 
function pr of Q which is defined by p,(d) := (E, w 1 w) for I E IT?, w E H has 
the properties: 
p0 is monotonically increasing in Ic, 
P,J~) = (w Iw> for II Qll < 4 
P,(A) = 0 for 2 ,< - II Qll .
The spectral measure dp, := d(E,v I v/) is a regular finite Bore1 measure. 
The operator Q is called absolutely continuous iff dpg is absolutely 
continuous with respect o Lebesgue measure dpL for all w E H. As is well 
known, this is equivalent to the fact that the function 1~~ is ansolutely 
continuous [7 (19.53)]. In the sequel we sometimes use properties of 
absolutely continuous functions without quoting them explicitly from [7]. 
For v E H let H(v) be the closed subspace of H generated by the set 
{Qkw (k > 0). With [4, 12061 we then get H(v) = {h(Q) v ) h is a Bore1 
measurable function with ST, [h(x)]’ dpO(x) < 00). Since SF, Ih(x 
&,W = IIWQ) VII*, it follows that H(y) is unitarily equivalent to 
L’(iR, dp,). Now we are going to prove the main theorem of this section. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let (P, Q, 0) be an F-closed triple in X(H). Then Q is 
absolutely continuous. 
Proof: (1) As mentioned above it is enough to show that the function 
p’, is absolutely continuous for all w E H. 
(2) So let h, E CF(iR) be a bounded sequence of real valued functions 
converging pointwise to xn in I,, where xA is the characteristic function of 
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the interval (-co, A]. With x,(Q) = E,, we get lim,(h,(Q) w ] v) = 
&WI w>=~u,( x 1 f or all I,U E ZZ. Now, in Corollary 3.3, take h, instead off 
and see that lim,(hA(Q) w ] w) exists for all w E R and is, moreover, equal to 
-2 Im(E, w ] PJ, i.e., 
$n(h:(Q) VI I w) = -2 Im(E, w 1 f'w> for all v E 52. (5.1) 
(3) Consider the left-hand side of (5.1). For every n E N choose 
suitable real numbers a,, b,, c,, d, with -llQll<a,<b,~~<~~<d,~ 
]] Q )I, rename them by Y,,, := -1) Q]] , rZn := a,, r3,, := b,, r4,, := c, , r5,, := d, , 
such that the functions f, which belong to these numbers in Lemma 4.1 
converge pointwise to x,, in la. Then (5.1) is fulfilled for the sequence&. To 
exploit this take b, and c,, 6, < c, with b, and c, going to 1 and 
-A/(c, - b,) + c,/(c, - b,) going to 1. For a later estimate we then choose 
a, and d, with a, < b,, c, < d,, and pu,(b,-) - p,(a,-) < (c, - b,,)‘, and 
pu,(d,) - ,u,(c,) < (c, - b,,)‘. Then we have 
For the first term we get 
= & Cu,(b,-1 -&a,->> < c, - 4. 
n n 
For the last term there is a similar estimate, and the middle term equals 
simply -(l/(c, - b,))@,(c,) -,uJb,-)). Since c, - b, tends to 0 we 
conclude with (5.1): 
(5.2) 
From this equation it is easy to derive pJb,-) =p,(b,) hence pcu is 
continuous. Moreover we get that p,,, is not only continuous but differentiable 
and we have for all I,Y E n 
cl;@) = 2 WEA v I w>. (5.3) 
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From this equation we conclude that ,u;I is integrable over each compact 
interval Zc R with respect to dp,, which yields exactly the absolute 
continuity of f10 for v E B [7 (l&41)]. S ince fi is dense in H we deduce that 
,u,,, is absolutely continuous for all v E H and so Q is absolutely continuous 
113, 7.41. I 
As we have just seen dp$ is absolutely continuous with respect to dp,. 
More exactly we get dp, = ,u; dp,. We often write g, instead of pi. 
5.2. COROLLARY. Let (P, Q, 0) E X’(H) be F-closed. Then for all 
p,,tyER we have 
(4 g,@) = 2 WE, v/ I pv>, 
(b) the function A h (E, w / q) is absolutely continuous, 
(4 WdWGcp I w> = WV I EA co> - (E, w I PO, 
(d) ,uti is a Cm-function and g, E CF(lR). 
Proof: (a) is just Eq. (5.3) in the proof of Theorem 5.1. For (b) and (c) 
use the “polarization identity” [ 13, Satz 1.11. (d) follows from (a) and 
@I. 1 
5.3. COROLLARY. Let (P, Q, a) be an F-closed triple of .X(H). Denote 
with N the set (x E R 1 g,(x) = 0 for all v E 0). Then g:“(x) = 0 for all 
x E N, ty E a, v = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
Proof. Iteration of Corollary 5.2 shows that gr’ is a finite sum of some 
g,, q E 0, and the assertion follows. 1 
6 
Now we want to make use of the results obtained so far. For this it is very 
convenient o use suitable spectral representations of H with respect to Q. 
Let E, be the resolution of the identity for Q and define for w E H the 
function p,(A) = (E, v/ I,V> as in the previous section. We call a direct sum 
H = 02, H(pi) of closed subspaces of H with H(pi) N L*(R, Q,i) a 
spectral representation of H with respect to Q. This definition of a spectral 
representation differs slightly from [4, X.51. 
If dppi+, is absolutely continuous with respect o dppi for all i we refer to 
such a sum as directed spectral representation of H with respect to Q. Since 
Q is absolutely continuous there is for every w E H a Bore1 set e, such that 
L*(iR, dp& is canonically unitarily equivalent o L*(e,, dttr), where dpL is 
here the induced Bore1 measure on e,. We denote with xe the characteristic 
function of e, and write often L’(lR, xr dpJ for L*(e,, dpL). To get a better 
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control over the situation we depict the two canonical isomorphisms just 
mentioned: 
H(W) -+ LYR 4,) -+ me,> 44 
with e, := {x E R 1 g,(x) > 0). 
If the measure dp, is absolutely continuous with respect to &, one 
assumes without loss of generality e, c e,. Hence a directed spectral 
representation of H with respect to Q is canonically unitarily equivalent to 
@j”=,L2(ej,dpL) with e,=,e,z.... We call the sum @joo; I L2(ej, dp,) the 
ordered spectral representation of H with respect to Q and shorten it by osr. 
Such an osr is uniquely determined if one forgets about changes in the sets 
ej by sets of Lebesgue measure 0. In the sequel we will often identify a 
directed spectral representation with the ordered one via the canonical 
isomorphism mentioned above and write H - aJFz 1 Lz(ej, dp,). In this sense 
the elements of H can be interpreted as tuples of functions. A vector w E H 
is called maximal for Q iff for all o E H the measure Q, is absolutely 
continuous with respect to dp,. It is well known [4,X.5.8] that for every 
maximal vector w there exists a directed spectral representation 
H=@E=, H(‘pi) with p, = v. 
The following result is a simple application of the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem; L’(R, dpJ is defined as usual. 
6.1. LEMMA. Let (P, Q, J2) E 3 (H) be F-closed, H N @j”= , L * (I?, xi dp,) 
the osr of H with respect to Q. Then we have for all v/, p E H, y = (yi), 
a, = (v.J 
(a> Cj”=l Vj@> Fj('>Xj is convergent dpLpa.e., and is in L’(R, dp,). 
(b) (~3 ~7) = Cj”= I .I”“, VJX) u)i(x> Xl(x) dx = J’“cm CEE I V,j(X) u?j(X> 
x.j(x>) dx. 
Proof: The assertion follows from Corollary 5 to the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem in 18, Sect. 51. 1 
6.2. THEOREM. Let (P, Q, 0) E.F(H) be F-closed, H N @j”= 1 
Lz(R,xjdp,) the osr of H with respect to Q. Then the following two 
statements are true: 
(a> C~“=I VjCA) q(i) XjCA) = i (5.~0 C,?I [CpV)j Cx) 6C.X) - Wjtx) 
(q)j (x)] xi(x) dx holds dp,--a.e., for all y = (yj), q~ = (qj) in B and 
Cj”;, yjqxj is a C”“-jkction for all 9, ty E a. 
(b) For the derivative g, of p’r one has g,(A) = Cz 1 1 tyj12 (d) ~~(1) 
dp,--a.e. for all IJI E H. 
ProoJ From Lemma 6.1 one concludes (E, I,U 1 q) = I?, x:j”= 1 vj(x) q(x) 
580/51/3-6 
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x](x) dx. Then we get (a) from Corollary 5.2 and (b) from g,(A) = 
WdJP, w I w>. a 
6.3. THEOREM. Let (P, Q, fJ> E X(H) be F-closed, H = H(pi) a directed 
spectral representation of H with respect to Q. If for a k E N the vector pk 
lies in l2 then in the osr H - @ L2(ej, dp,) we have 
CF(ek) c Q n H&) cpr,Q = Cm(ek), 
where pr, is the orthogonal projection from H onto H@,J. 
Proof: To shorten the notation we rename pk by p. In Theorem 6.2(a) 
take 9 :=p and an arbitrary w e 0 and see by Theorem 6.2(b) that wk 6 
is Coo on R hence on the open subset ek of R. If we also specialize w to p 
then we get g, E P(e,) thus & E P(e,J because g, is strictly positive on 
ek. So we may divide rqk fi by 6 on ek yielding in+ E C*(e,), hence 
pr, fi c C”O(e,). The inclusion n n H(p) t pr, S2 is trivial. To prove the 
remaining inclusion we choose an arbitrary fe CF(e,). Since 6 is in 
C”O(e,) there is a h E CF(lR) such that h = a-’ on supp(f). Obviously 
f=f(Q) h(Q) p and by Theorem 3.1 we have f(Q) h(Q)p E s1 implying 
Cr(e,) c G. Clearly p is in H@) and thus f=./‘(Q) h(Q) p in H(p), hence 
fE B 19 H(p) and the assertion follows. 1 
The next theorem describes the construction of a maximal vector p for Q. 
6.4. THEOREM. Let N:= {xE R Ig,(x)=O for all y/E 0). Given 
n < 00, open disjoint intervals I, ,..., I, and w, ,..., vn E f2 with gui > 0 exactly 
on Ii then there exists a maximal vector p E l2 for Q satisfying x,,(Q)p = vi 
for all i = l,..., n, xii being the characteristic function of Ii. Moreover 
g,(x) = 0 only for x E NU {ai, b, ( i = l,..., n}, (ai, bi) := Ii. 
Proof: We proceed in two steps. 
(1) We construct a maximal vector DE R for Q but this p’ may not 
fulfill the last statement of the theorem. Let N be as defined above and define 
0, := {v/ E D 1 g, E CF(lR\N)}. Obviously for all i = l,..., n we have 
Ii c R\N. Now use Theorems 3.1, 6.2, and the definition of N to get for each 
x E R\N a rp E Q,, with g,(x) > 0. For x E Ii take vi. Clearly &N) = 0 for 
v, E H. Let x E R\N but x & li for i = l,..., n, then there exists an open 
interval U, containing x and g, > 0 on U,. Now choose-necessarily 
infinitely many-compact intervals K, c lR\N, lJ, K, = R\N, such that in 
K, n K, there is at most one point if k # r. Each K, is compact so there are 
finitely many x E K, such that the U, belonging to them cover K,. In each 
U, we get an open interval ? by applying f(Q) to q with a suitable C”- 
function f such that gf(ojcD is positive exactly on 1 In general ?is smaller than 
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U,. For each x we can choose the f and hence the Tsuch that we get finitely 
many open disjoint intervals IS whose union differs from K, only by finitely 
many points. In addition we can assume that for every fs there is a @s E 0, 
such that ?s = {x E R ] g,,(x) > O}. In conclusion we get 
-a countable set M c R\N whose limit points are in N, 
-countably many open disjoint intervals fs c R\N, 
-countably many elements 6, E 0, with 
< = (x E R I g,,(x) > 0). 
Now let f be a P-function which is 0 exactly on the given intervals 
I , ,..., Z,,. Set o, := v’s for s = l,..., n and os :=f(Q) @,, possibly after renum- 
bering the $,. Similarly define .Z, := Z, for s = l,..., n and .Z, := 4 otherwise. 
Then obviously 
lR\N=UJ,UM (6.1) 
J, = Ix E R I g,$4 > 01. (6.2) 
Now take a, := 1 for s = l,..., n and for s > n let a, := 
(l/s’) min{]]P’Qkq,]/-‘, 0 < Y, k < s} and set p’:= C,“i asps. It is easily 
verified that for all r, k the sequence of the partial sums C,“=, asPrQkps 
converges. Thus by Theorem 2.4 we get PE a and P’Qkp”= CF= 1 asPrQkq, 
for all Y, k. The intervals J, are pairwise disjoint, hence g, = CF=, af gvs. So 
g,- is positive exactly on R\(NU MU {ai, bi I i = l,..., n}). By construction, 
we have x,.(Q)c= vi for i = l,..., n. To prove the maximality of p’ we have to 
show that if pu,(e) = 0 for a set e then pu,(e) = 0 for all v, E H. Now it is clear 
that such a set e with p,,(e) = 0 is contained in N U MU {ai, bi / 
i = l,..., n) U R, where R is an appropriate set with ,uL(R) = 0. Denote by x 
the characteristic function of N U MU {ai, bi} U R; then 0 = h(Q) v / p) = 
(w / x(Q) o) for all v/ E L!, v, E H. This yields x(Q) a, = 0 for all v, E H by the 
density of 0. Thus 0 = h(Q) a, ( o) = JIRx(f) &,(t) and NV MU {ai, bi} U R 
has pu,-measure 0. This proves the maximality of ~7. 
(2) From the ~7 constructed above we now get a p with g, = 0 exactly 
on N U {ai, bi} by changing Z? only on very small neighbourhoods of points 
in M. 
For this purpose take w E J2 and m E M with g,-(m) = 0, g,(m) > 0. For 
o E H write pi for the projection of v, onto H@T), and p0 := o - vi. Then, by 
Theorem 6.3, w, is C”O in a neighbourhood of m not containing m itself. 
Without loss of generality assume that supp(g,) lies in an interval Z around 
mwithZ~(NUMU{a,,6,})={m}.NowdefineA:={xEZ~g,,(x)=0}u 
{m}. Obviously there are r, q E C’O(&4), I+V~ = reiq. Choose fE Cm(R), 
f > 0, such tatf(x) = 0 in [-]I Q]], ]I Q]]] only if x E A. We may choosefwith 
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fei9 E P’(R). Then we define P, :=f(Q) e’q’“‘fi+ v, It is p, =f(Q) 
eiqcQ)p + v/, and we get for 
x @ 1: g,,(x) = If(x &i(x) > 0 
x E 44: go,(x) =g,,-+,(x) = lf(x)p”(x) + r(x>l’ > 0 
xEA: take first x E IjA and realize 
go = gfp‘t 1 t go0 2 gr + g,. = gciw + g,,j 
=&I+g,o=g,>o in &l. 
Then take the limit x -+ a E A and get 
lim g,(x) > lim g,(x) > 0. 
x-a I -a 
Notice that P;, = p” + p,, where p’ was only changed in a neighbourhood of 
m E A4 which has no point in common with NU (ai, bi}. It is clear that 
{x E R 1 g,-(x) = 0) = {x E R / gp,(x) = 0) U (m}. Thus p’ is a maximal vector 
of Q, It is easy to verify that it is possible to choose pm E J?, m E M such 
that p := F+ C,,,,,,, p, fultils the assertion of the theorem. i 
7 
This section contains some of the main results of this paper relating to P. 
7.1. THEOREM. Let (P, Q, 0) E X(H) be F-closed. Then there exists a 
directed spectral representation H = @j”, , H(pj) of H with respect to Q, 
where pj E J2 and e, 3 e, 2 ... , for e,i := (x E R / goi > 0). 
Proof. We show the assertion by explicitly constructing a sequence 
@i) E 0 with the desired properties. The proof is divided into five steps. 
Before starting we introduce some notation. 
For rp E H with g, E C?(R) we define d((o) := (xE R Jg,(x) > 0). 
Obviously d(q) is an open subset of R. Let A be a closed subset of R and 
fE C?(R). We say that f bends down on A, iff 
(a) f vanishes in Iu = [--II Qll , II Q/l] exactly for x E A n I,, 
(b) f’“‘(x)=0 for all xEA, v=O, 1,2 ,.... 
We say that f bends down q on A, rp E H, iff gf(cjrn bends down on A U 
Ix E R I &Ax> = 01. 
Finally denote by xw the characteristic function of a set A4 c R, by PA4 
the complement of M, i.e., 9’M = R\M. 
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(1) Choose a sequence (6,) E Q, IZ E N, which is dense in H. Take 
finitely many disjoint compact intervals I,: in d(6,) satisfying 
pL(d(BI)\U, I,:) < i. Then pick fE C,“(R), such that f bends down and f 
bends down 6, on 97 U, I,: . Now we use Theorem 6.4 and construct a 
maximal vector p, E ~2 of Q satisfying x,(Q) p1 =f(Q) 6, for Z = 0, I,:. 
Set H’ := H@,), Z?* := H@,)‘, (PI (resp. 6’) the projection of ~7 E H 
onto H’ (resp. fl’). By construction x,(Q) $f = 0 hence ~,~(d($y)) < 
Pu,W,)\U, LA < 5. 
Now we proceed and get after n - 1 steps: 
(a> n - 1 vectors p1 ,..., Pn-, E Q, where pk is a maximal vector in 
dk := (H@,)@ .a+ @H@,-,))’ for Q/Z? and dbl)l ... ~d@~-r), i.e., 
e, 3 e, 3 a.. 3 e+, by definition of dtij). 
(b) ~~(d(@‘)),< l/(i+ l)+Ci::~~(d(q)) for 1 <k<i<n-- 1, 
where q’ (resp. @‘) is the projection of a, E H onto H@j) (resp. fi?‘) 
(2) Let M:= {x Ed@,-,) 1 there is v, E a with g+(x) > 0). By 
Theorem 6.3 we have vi E Cm(d@i)) for a, E Q, 1 < i < n - 1, hence gG” E 
CT@), v, E a. So M is an open subset of R and Mc~@,-~). Set J2” := 
{Q” /a, E .R,g, E C,“(M)}. Again using Theorem 6.3 we conclude d” c a. 
Now we show that d” is dense in Z?‘. For this purpose we first notice that 
for every fE C?(M) and a, E R we have f-E n’“. Now we take 
IJ” E Z?” with (I,?’ ]A=) = 0 for fE C:(M) and ~1 ES. This implies 
0 = (?’ If(Q) v> = <J'(Q) T’ I co> for all o E R hence f(Q) @” = 0 for all 
fE C?(M). So we conclude xM(Q) I,? = 0. But for all o E 0 we get 
(J" 1 v> = b+,(Q) ?' 1 q> = (G" I xRw(Q) P> = (P" I T+,(Q) $") = 0 
because x+,(Q) 6” = 0. This yields I+?” =0, showing the density of fi”. 
(3) Now we describe the nth step: First we choose finitely many 
disjoint compact intervals Zz, of d(R) n M satisfying pu,(d(g)\U, Zzl) < 
l/(n + l), then we proceed inductively taking k = 2,..., n finitely many 
disjoint compact intervals ZEk c [@ u::: U, Zz,] n d(R) n M with 
,+(d(q)n [(g 0,“:: U,Z&)\U, Zzk]) < l/(n + 1). Now we bend the 8, 
k = l,..., n, down to G? U Zzk by functions fk E C?(M) and get by Theorem 
6.3 that&(Q) @ lies in a for all k = l,..., n. 
We are now ready to construct he nth maximal vector p, in I? for Q/l?” 
by using Theorem 6.4 with R replaced by d” and get for all k = I,..., n and 
Zk := 0, Z& that x,,(Q) pn =fk(Q) R. As a consequence we have A@,) = 
M\{ boundary points of Zzk, all k) (here M plays the role of R\N in Theorem 
6.4), so obviously e, c e,- 1. Furthermore we get x,,(Q) Q E H@,) for all 
k = l,..., n. 
(4) We have to show that property (lb) is also fulfilled in the nth 
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step. Consider first the case k = 1. There we have by the special choice of 
Cl 
For k > 1 we get similarly 
since by construction all intervals Iij are disjoint and Itj c A($). 
(5) By the procedure just described we obviously get a sequence 
bi) E 0 with dQi) = ei and e, I ei+, whence dpp .+, is absolutely continuous 
with respect o dp+. So it remains to show H = 6 H@i). Since the sequence 
(6,) E LI we started with is dense in H, it suffkes to prove 6, E @ H(pi) for 
all n. To see this we compute 
Obviously we have ggk+,(x) < sup,,,{ gs,(x)} = c since g,” E C?(W) with a 
constant c not depend&g on k; On the other hand we use statement (lb) and 
conclude ,D~(LI(~~’ ‘)) --t 0 for k + co. Hence 6, = z Sj, E @j”= 1 Hbj) and 
the assertion follows. 1 
From the proof of the preceding theorem we immediately get 
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7.2. COROLLARY. Let H = 02, H(pi) be as in Theorem 7.1, then 
(a) Theorem 6.3 is valid for all i, i.e., 
CF(e,) c L? n H(pi) cpr,R c Coo(ei), 
where pri is the orthogonal projection of H onto H@J, and 
(b) C,(e,) and Q n H(pi) are dense in H(pi). 
In particular we have 
7.3. COROLLARY. Let (P, Q, 0) EZ’(H) be F-closed. Then in the 
osr OJc, L ‘(ej, dp,) of H with respect o Q the sets ej are open subsets of R 
(deflned as in Theorem 7.1). 
Now we will make use of Theorem 7.1 to get the form of P. 
7.4. THEOREM. Let (P, Q, 0) E,,?‘(H) be F-closed, H = @j”=, H@j) a 
directed spectral representation of H with respect o Q as in Theorem 7.1, 
and let I? := @]y, L2(ej, dpL) be the osr and (p, 0, fi) the triple in Z’(G) 
belonging to it. Then for 1 <k, n < co there exist functions ak,n E Cm(e,) 
such that for all 9 = @joo=, ~j E fi we have 
(a) q=ank on e,ne,, 
(b) [PQ]j = -it+?; + En”= 1 aj, 9,. 
ProoJ: Under the canonical isometry from H onto & each pj is 
transformed into /jj := Kj and we have L2(ej, dpJ = @vj). If we take $j as 
I// and ~1 in Theorem 6.2(a) then we get gLi = -2 Im$j[@j]j. 
Set yi := Re[pDjlj then 
[jjlj = -i& + rj. (7.1) 
Now take I$ E b nfi@j) and conclude with Theorem 6.2 (putting there 
(0 =$j) that (/Jj@)’ = i<[@]jPj - 9[~],). Together with (1) this implies 
[BI$]~ = -i@’ + @ajj 
by defining ajj :T r,oij)-‘. 
for $ E B n A(jTj) (7.2) 
Choose 1+9 E Q n H(Jj) and p = &, k fj, then again using Theorem 6.2 
we see that 
[&lk = akj $ for I$ E fi n A(jj). (7.3) 
This equation is pointwise fulfilled on ej n ek. With the symmetry of 
p on d we get immediately I aM I$$ dx = I $a,@ dx for @ E d n fivj), 
Q E fi n A@J, integrating over ej n ek . Now Corollary 7.2 yields part (a) of 
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the theorem. Finally we take an arbitrary I+? E Sz and use (2) and (3) with 
o = fij, so proving part (b). I 
The next result can be interpreted as the converse of Theorem 7.4. 
7.5. THEOREM. Let Q be a selfadjoint bounded operator in H. Assume 
that in the osr H - @]?, Lz(ej, Q,) of H with respect to Q the sets ej are 
open for all j. Then there is a symmetric operator P in H and a dense 
subspace R c H such that (P, Q, fi) c.??‘(H). 
Proof Take D := 02, Cp(ej) c @ Lz(ej, dp,) and P := @ -i(d/dx) 
on L!. Then the statement is easily verified. 1 
8 
This section includes some consequences from Section 7 for the special 
case of Q having simple spectrum. First, however, we show that (P, Q, G) 
“can be decomposed into the connected components of R\N.” 
8.1. THEOREM. Let (P, Q, s2) E X(H) be F-closed. Define N := {x E IR 1 
g&(x) = 0 for all t,v E 0). Denote by R, the connected components of IR\N. 
Then there exist closed subspaces H, of H and (Pk, Qk, n,) E X(H,) 
satisfying 
(a) (Pk, Qk, n,) is F-closed for all k. 
(b) 0 (P,c Q,c fi,> = (P, Q, Q>. 
(c) IR\R, = (x E iR ( g,,(x) = 0 for all IJI E a,} for all k. 
(d) For all wk E S2, there exists a sequence f, E CF(R,) such that 
lim, P”Q”f,(Q) I,U~ = PkQ”ylk for k, s E n\l U {O). 
Proof. Denote by xk the characteristic function of R, and define Hk := 
xk(Q) H. For v/E R we then get by the definition of N the equalities 
1 W - i% xk@) v/i* = JR (1 - Ck X/c@))’ g,(X) dx = 0, hence n = @k Hk, 
whence H = @k H,. Set Qk := Xk(Q) Qxk(Q) and .R, := Xk(Q) R. Now we 
show R, c R. 
To get this we choose a sequence of real-valued nonnegative functions 
f, E Cr(lR) satisfying 
fn(x> = 1 for a+ l/n<x<b- l/n, (8.1) 
where (a, b) := R,. 
lf~‘“‘<x>I < c,nm forall mEN, xER,, (8.2) 
where c, are suitable constants. Such functions exist [9, 1.4.21. Obviously f,, 
tends pointwise to xk, so for w E D we have xk(Q) w = lim,f,(Q) w. With 
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Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.3 it suffices to show that the sequences P’f,(Q) w 
converge for all YE N. Again using Lemma 2.3 we only need to show that 
f,(m’(Q) IJI converges for all m E N and arbitrary o E 0. Because of 
the properties of f, we have Ifl,m)<Q> VI* = .ff: If,(“‘)(x>l* g,(x) dx < 
binge [~,(a + l/n) - ~~(a) + p,(b) - ,~,(b - l/n)]. Corollary 5.3 tells us 
now that g:‘(x) = 0 for all v and x E N. So the Taylor expansion of g, with 
the suitable expression for the remainder yields 
with 0 < O,< 1, 
and an analogous expression at b. Hence 
Take n + 00 and conclude lim, If,‘“‘(Q) PI* = 0 for all m > 1, v, E R 
arbitrary. Sof,‘“‘(Q) rp converges for all u, E R and all m > 0, hence G, c 8. .__ 
Define now P, := P/Q,; then P,on, c 0,. This we see as follows: take f, just 
as above, Use Pkf,(Q) vk = -if,l(Q) vk +f,(Q) P, v/, for all wk C Q,, then 
let n --) co, and conclude P, ‘i/k = xk(Q) P, ‘y,. Since P, vk is in B and 
J2, = xk(Q) S by definition, we have PkkIk c J2,. Now the statements (a)-(d) 
of Theorem 8.1 are easily derived. I 
8.2. COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses and with the notation of 
Theorem 8.1 we get that (P, Q, 0) is the F-closure of @ (Pk, Qk, CF(Rk) 0). 
Now we want to set out the results of the preceding sections for Q having 
simple spectrum. The next theorem collects some assertions for this special 
case. 
8.3. THEOREM. Let (P, Q, Q) E X(H) be F-closed and assume that Q 
has simple spectrum. Then there exists a maximal vector p of Q, p E .R, such 
that given the osr L*(e, dpL) =: I? of H with respect to Q we have 
(a) e = IR\N is an open subset of I?, where 
N:= (xE R )g,(x)=OforaZlIj/ER). 
(b) There is a real valued function a E Coo(e) with 
Pty = --iv’ + av for all w E 0. 
(c) C:(e) c R c P(e). 
(d) R is the F-closure of C:(e). 
8.4. COROLLARY. Let (P, Q, J2) E.,?‘(H) be F-closed. Assume that Q has 
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simple spectrum. Then there exists exactly one maximal triple 
(P’, Q’, Q’) EX(H) with (P, Q, fi) < (P’, Q’, a’). 
Proof Using Theorem 8.3 we can identify 
-II with L2(e, dpL), where without loss of generality we may take e as 
an open subset of R, 
-Q with the multiplication operator M(id), i.e., (M(id) v)(x) = xv(x), 
and 
-P with -i(d/dx) + r, r E (Y(e). 
(1) Now set N :- R\e and extend r to the interior H of N by defining 
r(x) := 0 for x E I% Let L be the set of x E IV n e‘ for which there is an open 
neighbourhood U, of x such that r can be extended to U, as a Cm-function. 
Let e’ := eU u,., U, then e’ is open in IF! and r is well defined on e’ and 
C”O on e’. Define P’ as the closure of -i(d/dx) t r on CF(e’), Q’ := Q and 
B’ as the F-closure of Cr(e’). Then obviously (P’, Q’, Sz’) E Z(H) and 
(P, Q, Q> < P’, Q', 0’). 
(2) Now we prove the uniqueness and maximality of (P’, Q’, Sz’) by 
showing that every other F-closed triple (P”, Q”, Q”) with (P, Q, a) < 
(P”, Q”, Q”) is smaller than (P’, Q’, a’). For such a triple one obviously 
has Q” = Q. Hence there is an open subset e” c R and r” E C”‘(e”) with 
H N L2(en, &) and P” = -i(d/dx) t r”. By definition a c W’, whence 
e c e” and the unitary map from L’(e, dp,) onto L2(e”, dp,) is the identity. 
So r = r” on e and the elements of G” are ?-functions on e” and not only 
on e. For each x E e”\e there is an open neighbourhood such that r extends 
to a C”-function on this neighbourhood. Since L’(e”, dpL) = L’(e, &), the 
sets e and e” differ otly by a set of Lebesgue measure 0. Hence fin e” = 0; 
this implies J$’ = $” = R\$‘x A? On the other hand N” c N, whence 
Y’?’ c I?. Thus N = I?‘. Therefore, the trivial extension of r on I@ is also 
trivial on ti. So e”\e c UXEL U,, where U,, L are the same as in part (l), 
hence e” c e’. Finally, by definition a” is the F-closure of CF(e”), where 
Cr(e”) c Cp(e’), whence (P”, Q”, 0”) < (P’, Q’, 0’) and the assertion 
follows. I 
Putting together the results of this section we get 
8.5. THEOREM. Let (P, Q, G) E X(H) be maximal, assume that Q has 
simple spectrum. Then (P, Q, Q) is unitarily equivalent to @(Pk, Qk, a,), 
where (Pk, Qk, S2,) E .X(H,) with Qk the multiplication operator in 
L’(R,, dpL), R, an open interval, P, = -i(dldx) + rk, rk a real valued 
function from Cm(R,). Let N := IR\(J R, and N the interior of N, then there 
is no point x E N\N such that there is a neighbourhood U, of x and a C”- 
function pk on U, which is identically 0 on N. 
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The results obtained so far show that P is a direct sum of differential 
operators. From this fact we now draw some conclusions. Thereby we use 
without quoting the notation and some statements of [4, XIII]. 
8.6. THEOREM. Take the hypotheses and the notation of Theorem 8.5 
and set rk := -i(d/dx) + rk. Then 
(a) P = @ Tdrd 
(b) P* = 0, T1(rtJ 
(c) If nf are the deficiency indices of P,, then n+ = n- = 1 for all k. 
(d) Each self-adjoint extension of P, is obtained from T,(s,) by 
symmetric boundary conditions. 
(e) The essential spectrum of P, and of each closed symmetric 
extension of P, is void. 
(f) The spectrum u(p,) of each self-aa’joint extension Pk of P, consists 
entirely of eigenvalues, hence a(p,J = o,(p& for all k. Every eigenvalue 
has multiplicity 1. Morreover u,(F’,) = ( ak t Bk Z, (ak, B,J E R ’ suitable 
numbers) for all k. 
Prooj (a) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 8.2. (b)-(e) are 
obvious. To prove (f) it is only necessary to show the last statement. 
Consider the formal differential operator r = -i(d/dx) t r on the open 
interval I= (a, b) with r E P(l). If 1 E R then every solution vA of 
sly, = 1~~ has the form vA(x) = cei(x-x@ . eciy@) with y(x) = it, r(s) ds, 
a < x0 < 6. Obviously vA E L2(1, dp,) for every vn. Now let B be a 
symmetric boundary condition yielding a self-adjoint extension of T,(r). 
Then there are functions w,, wb with B(q) = lim,,, w,(x) q(x) - 
lim,,, wb(x) cp(x) for all (p E D(T,(z)). Hence we conclude B(y/,) = 0 for 
,U E 1 t (2z/(b - a)) Z whenever B(yl,) = 0. This completes the proof. I 
9 
In this section we investigate a pair (A, B) of operators in a Hilbert space 
H which has been considered in several physics articles (quoted below). For 
this pair we have [A, B] = -i Id on a dense domain of definition, A is self- 
adjoint and o(A) = a,(A) = N. The operator B is self-adjoin& bounded, and 
absolutely continuous and has simple spectrum. So a contradiction to part 
(f) of Theorem 8.6 can only be avoided by showing that there is no dense 
subspace Q with (A, B, L!) EX(H), especially by showing that no dense 
subspace R with [A, B] = -i Id on R fulfils (K 2). This will be done in the 
sequel. 
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We give such a detailed description of this operator pair because of two 
reasons: first, it shows that not all conjugate pairs satisfy condition (K 2), 
i.e., not all conjugate pairs lie in some X(H) or are extensions (e.g., as 
discussed in Remark 10.5) of such triples; second, it may be helpful in 
discussing what special properties a physically meaningful pair of operators 
(P, Q) with [P, Q] = -i Id should have. The standard reference for this 
section is [5]. 
9.1. DEFINITION. Let D c C denote the open unit disc with center 0. The 
Hardy space H*(D) is defined by H*(D) := {f: D -+ 6, f analytic on D, 
lim,, sp ]f(re”)]* dt < CO}. H*(D) is a Hilbert space with the scalar 
product (f] g) = lim,, , Ii”f(re”)g(re”) dt. H*(D) is a closed subspace of 
L*(S’) in a canonical way, S’ = {z E G : Jz] = 1). In H*(D) we now define 
an operator A by 
D(A) := {fE H*(D) If’ E H*(D)} 
(B-)(z) := d’(z), 
and an operator B by 
D(B) := H*(D) 
9.2. Remark. (a) It is well known [l] that in H*(D) there exists a 
reproducing kernel, the SzegC-kernel 
K(w, z) :=&A. 
So for each z the map w t-, K(w, z) is an element of H*(D) and we have 
If you interpret H*(D) as a closed subspace of L*(S’) then the SzegG-kernel 
acts as the orthogonal projection T from L*(S’) to H*(D), i.e., 
(Tf)(z) = (fl K(--, z)) = &b:n l/($z dt for every fE L*(S’). 
(b) In L*(S’) the multiplication with it, i.e., with loge”, is a bounded 
operator. The operator B obviously is the projection of this multiplication 
operator onto H*(D) and hence well defined in all of H2(D) and bounded. 
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The most important properties of A and B are collected in the next 
Lemma. 
9.3. LEMMA. (a) A is self-adjoin& bounded below, and o(A) = 
o,(A) = iN u {O}. The eigenspaces of A for the eigenvalues n are generated 
by f,(z) := z”, n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
(b) B is self-adjoint and bounded. 
(cl D(KBl) ’ d IS ense in H*(D) and [A, B] = -i Id on D( [A, B]). 
Proof. (a) follows by simple calculation, (b) was already shown in 
Remark 9.2. To get [A, B] = -i Id use integration by parts. The density of 
@[A, B]) is proved in the next lemma. 1 
9.4. LEMMA. (a> WA,Bl) = if E WI I Bf E W)J = {f E 
H2(D)Jf’EH2(D),f(l)=O}. 
(b) For f E D(A) with Bf and BZfE D(A) it follows that f (0) = 0. 
Proof. Take f E D(A), then 
(Bf)’ (z)=iE-&jzT LFT)z -----dt + (Bf ‘)(z). 
0 
(9.1) 
This is verified by integration by parts: 
2n(Bf)’ (z)=~~~‘-$&f(e”)dt=~~x ,E’,), f(e”)dt 
= -& tf(e”) I I* - iru’” p$ [f (e”) + tie”f’(e”)] dt 
=+$f(‘)-ij;xgdt+2n(Bf’)(z). 
Now we write f (z) =f(O) + z?(z) and get ?E H2(D) and 
I *n f (e”) ---dt=f(0)~~x--&dt+j2~&~(ei’)dt If o e -z 0 
dt = 27$(z). 
Hence for f E D(A) 
(Bf)’ +I= + z f (1) - 8(z) + (Bf ‘)(z). (9.2) 
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This immediately implies (a). To prove (b) we make use of B*fE D(A) and 
take the equation (B’)(l) = 0. Again integrating by parts yields 
j2‘f(eff) dt - 4 j’” [ (‘f(eis) ds] df 
0 0 
+ &f(O) liz j;* -& dt + Bf( 1) = 0. (9.3) 
This is seen as follows: 
0 = (Bf)( 1) = liy 1;” --$&“) dt 
= lim 
i 
2n t(e” - r) t rt 
r+1 0 ,it _ r f(e”) dt 
=i 
2n 
I 
2n 
tf(e”) dt t lim 
0 i-41 0 --p&f@‘) dt 
= t ‘f(eis) ds 
1 0 
ds dt +f(O) limj2’ 2 dt 
r-t1 0 e” - r 
2s $ lim 
J^ r-1 0 
= 2n j:=f(eit) dt - (‘” j’f(eis) ds dt 
0 0 
-t./-(O) !‘y jozx -& dt t 2@)( 1). 
Obviously it suffices to show that the integral I(r) := I‘:” (t/(e” - r)) dt 
diverges for r + 1. To see this expand the integrand in a series and get 
2ni r 1 =-- 
i 
hi 41 -4 
0 l-s 
ds- 
r r r * 
This implies the assertion. a 
From this Lemma we get an important consequence 
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9.5. THEOREM. There exists no dense subspace 0 in H’(D) with BQ c 
acD(A). 
Proof: Assume R to be a dense subspace satisfying Bf2 c I2 c D(A). 
Then obviously f, Bf, B2f are in D(A). So with Lemma 9.4 we get f(0) = 0. 
But 0 =f(O) = (f] K(-, 0)), where K(-, 0) E H’(D). Thusfis orthogonal to 
K(-, 0) = 1/27r, hence 52 is not dense. 1 
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the pair (A, B) is 
investigated in some physics papers (compare, e.g., [ 1 l] and literature 
quoted there). The physical interpretation of the pair (A, B) is given by 
9.6. Remark. It is easily seen that there exists a unitary map V from 
H’(D) + L’(lR, dpL) given by Vz” := h, with h, = nth Hermite function such 
that VA V-’ = Z = Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator, i.e., 
Z’= - d2/dx2 + x2 appropriately defined. If 4 := VBV-’ then one gets on 
D( [Z, 41) the commutator relation [Z, #] = -i Id. That is the reason why 4 
is interpret as the so called “phase” operator of the harmonic oscillator, an 
interpretation which was originally brought up by Dirac [3] in 1927. 
It is however more common to construct a phase operator in another way 
[ 111. Begin with the pair (o, L,), as given in Remark 10.5, the “angle” and 
“angular momentum” of quantum mechanics. This pair acts in L2([0, 2711, 
Q,). Now writefE L’([O, 27~1, dp,) asf(x) = C,EZfneinX and denote by E 
the orthogonal projection of L’([O, 2711, dpL) onto 8 := {f~ L2( [0, 27r], 
dpL) If(x) = Cpzofneinx}. Then with considerations, e.g., as in [6] it is 
easily shown 
9.7. LEMMA. The operators 8 : = EqE and A := EL,E/D(L,) n C? have 
the properties 
(a) A^, B are self-adjoin& I! is a Toeplitz operator, 
a(B) = u,(B) = [O, 274 u(A) = a,@) = N u (0). 
(b) D([d, I?]) is dense in @Y and [A, j] = - i Id on the domain 
D<[k &>. 
In the papers mentioned above the operator 2 is then identified with Z, 
the operator 8 with the desired phase 4. The justification for this iden- 
tification comes only from the fact that the spectrum of A is the same as the 
spectrum of & whereas the spectrum of 8 has the form one expects for the 
spectrum of a phase operator. 
9.8. Remark. As it is well known there is a canonical isomorphism from 
8 to H2(D), taking f = CzZofnein- to CFZofnzn. With this isomorphism 
the operators a, B are unitarily equivalent o the operators A, B. 
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10 
In this section we collect some remarks on conjugate pairs of operators 
and give examples. 
10.1. Remark and Example. By Theorem 7.4 the P of each F-closed 
triple (P, Q, fi) E Z’(H) has-up to unitary equivalence-the form 
(0 -i(a/ax)) + A with A = (a,,) a matrix of functions, hence [Q, A] = 0 on 
J2. So P is “diagonal” after subtraction of an operator A which commutes 
with Q. 
The following example shows, however, that in genera1 one cannot find 
suitable pi E H such that P itself is diagonal in OH@,). 
EXAMPLE. Let H := L*([O, 2711, dp,) @ L*([O, 2n], d& Q := M(id) @ 
M(id) the multiplication operator with the identity. Moreover choose a,, , 
a12, a2* E P(O,27r) real valued such that a,*(all -a**)-’ is C” in (0,27r) 
and not constant there. Set R := CF(O, 27~) @ Cr(O, 271) and P(fi ,f2) := 
(--ifi’ t a,,fr t a12fz, -8 t a2*f2 t a,,fi). Then (P, Q, 0) EX(H) and 
there is no dsr of H with respect o Q such that P leaves invariant its spectra1 
spaces. 
10.2. Remark and Example. In the first step of the proof of Theorem 6.4 
a maxima1 vector p E 0 for Q is constructed and there appear two sets M, N 
with {xIgp(x)=O}=MUN, where N:={xIg,(x)=O for all wEfJ) and 
M is a countable set of isolated points the limit points of which lie in N. It 
cannot be avoided that g,(x) = 0 for x E N, but one can get p E 0 with 
g,(x) = 0 only for x E N. The next example, however, shows that it may not 
be useful to choose the maximal vector p E 0 such that g,(x) > 0 for all 
x 6? N. 
EXAMPLE. Let H :=L2([0,2n],dpL)@L2([0,27c],dp,) and Q := 
M(id) @ M(id). Choose a,, a2 E (0,27r), a, # a, and for j = 1,2 functions fj 
which are C” in (0, 2n)\{aj} and have a singularity in aj. Denote by Qj the 
set of P-functions on (0, 27~) which vanish with all derivatives in the points 
0, aj, 27r, and set R := Q, @ Q,, P := -i(d/dx) tf, @ -i(d/dx) t-f*. Then 
(P, Q, G!) E X(H) and P and Q are simultaneously “diagonal.” Let now 
pj E oj, pj(x) > 0 for x # 0, aj, 27~. Then we can take p1 as a maxima1 vector 
of Q and get H=H@,)@H@,) as a directed spectra1 representation, the osr 
is identical to the definition of H. Here one has N = R\(O, 27~) and A4 = {a, }. 
Now if we take ‘pr :=pl +p2 then p, E R is a maxima1 vector for Q and 
g,,(x) = 0 exactly for x E N. But P is no longer diagonal in the directed 
spectra1 representation H = H(q,) @ H(V)*), & some appropriate vector in H. 
10.3. Remark. It is an interesting question to what extent one can get 
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the results of Section 7 for P, if one replaces condition (K 5) in the definition 
of .X’(H) by “Q is absolutely continuous.” 
10.4. Remark. The results of this paper are still valid if instead of (K 5) 
we require “f(Q) a c 0 for all fE C:(R).” 
10.5. Remark. If in the definition of X(H) we change (K 2) to 
“QQ c R and G c 0 t=, D(F), for a k E N then the assertions of this paper 
are still valid provided we replace C” by Ck in all statements. 
10.6. EXAMPLE AND REMARK. As already mentioned earlier, the 
operator pair (q, L,) usually called “angle” and “angular momentum” 
appears in quantum mechanics representing just these observables. The 
operator L, is normally the z-component of the vector operator 
L = (L,, L,, L,) in Cartesian coordinates which represents the angular 
momentum. q and L, act in H := L’([O, 27~1, dn,) and are defined as 
D(P) = H, w-f)(x) = u-(x> 
D(L,) = {fE H Ifabsolutely continuous,f’ E H,f(O) =f(2n)} 
L,f = -if’. 
Now take 
D, := {J-E D(L,) If(O) = 0 =f(2n)) 
R := {f~ P’([O, 27~1) lfck’(0) =fck’(27z) = 0 for all k = 0, 1,2,... 1, 
and L, := Lz/Du. Then one easily verifies (p, L,, 0) E X(H). 
It is remarkable that in this triple one only gets the closed symmetric 
operator L, and no self-adjoint extension of L,. This means in particular 
that the commutation relation-i.e., here X(H)-- gives no special criteria 
for which self-adjoint operators are interesting in quantum mechanics. 
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